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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF KAREN WEIGERT

Introduction and Summary

1 Q. Please state your name and provide your business address? 

2 A. My name is Karen Weigert.  My office is in Chicago City Hall, at 121 N. LaSalle Street,

3 Chicago.

4

5 Q. BY WHOM ARE YOU EMPLOYED AND WHAT IS YOUR CURRENT POSITION ? 

6 A. I am employed by the City of Chicago (“City”).  I am Chief Sustainability Officer for the

7 City of Chicago.  

8

9 Q. WHAT ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES IN THAT POSITION?  

10 A. As Chief Sustainability Officer, I work to guide the City’s sustainability strategy and

11 implementation, bringing innovative, practical solutions throughout the work of the City. 

12 As part of this overall strategy, my duties include the development of a coordinated and

13 comprehensive energy policy for Chicago to improve energy efficiency across the City

14 and encourage innovation in the generation, distribution, and consumption of energy.  

15

16 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL

17 EXPERIENCE.  

18 A. Prior to my appointment as Chief Sustainability Officer for the City, I worked at

19 ShoreBank (later Urban Partnership Bank) where I led a national consumer group that

20 generated deposits to support environmental sustainability and community development

21 in low- to moderate-income urban neighborhoods.  Before my work in community

22 banking, I was a strategy consultant at McKinsey where I served clients on topics

23 including transportation, finance, energy, and land use. I began my career as an
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24 investment banker at Goldman Sachs and later served as an appointee in the Clinton

25 administration focused on global environmental issues and agriculture.  I am also a

26 producer and writer for the documentary Carbon Nation which is focused on solutions to

27 climate change.  I am also a former board member of CNT, Foresight Design Initiative,

28 and Earth School Educational Foundation. 

29

30 I have a B.A. degree in Government and International Studies from Notre Dame

31 University.  I also have an M.B.A. from Harvard University.  

32

33 Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY IN THIS PROCEEDING?

34 A. As the largest municipality in the service area of Commonwealth Edison Company

35 (“ComEd”), the City is home to approximately a million of ComEd’s residential and

36 business customers.  The City has a keen interest in ComEd’s deployment of smart

37 meters, which are the first step in the modernization of the electric grid serving Chicago. 

38 Mayor Rahm Emanuel has voiced the City’s interest and support for the anticipated

39 reliability and money saving benefits of a modern electrical infrastructure. 

40 [B]ecause of the outdated system, today ComEd has to rely on
41 customers to call in and complain before they knew where a power
42 outage has occurred.  Installing smart meters in homes and linking
43 them to the Smart Grid will allow ComEd to immediately pinpoint
44 any problem spot and reroute power around it while they repair the
45 damage.  Smart meters also provide home and business owners
46 with the information they need to track their energy consumption
47 in order to take control of their use and save money.”  
48
49 Mayor Emanuel and ComEd Announce 2,400 Jobs will be created through $1.1 Billion

50 Infrastructure Investment, Press Release, Jan 14, 2012.

51

52 It is my understanding that, having elected to become a “Participating Utility” under

53 recent amendments to the Public Utilities Act (the “Act”), ComEd is required to gain
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54 Commission approval of a plan to deploy the Advanced Meter Infrastructure (“AMI”)

55 required by the new statutory provisions.  My testimony communicates the City’s overall

56 position on ComEd’s AMI Deployment Plan (“AMI Plan”), presents the City’s

57 recommended improvements to the AMI Plan, and explains the reasons the recommended

58 changes are needed.  

59

60 ComEd’s proposed Plan is a promising start on a program that will deploy AMI meters to

61 ComEd’s customers and support realization of the potential benefits of advanced

62 metering and smart grid customer benefits.  However, as I explain, though the City

63 generally supports the plan, the City recommends modifications for improvement in

64 several areas.  The City is hopeful that, with appropriate improvements, ComEd’s

65 implementation of the legislative directive to deploy AMI meters will gain wide support

66 and bring the anticipated benefits of that technology to all ComEd’s customers, including

67 those in the City of Chicago.  

68

69 Q. WHAT ARE THE CITY’S MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS RESPECTING THE ADVANCED

70 METERING INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT PLAN COMED FILED IN THIS

71 PROCEEDING?  

72 A. The City proposes modifications to ComEd’s proposed AMI Plan in four major areas, to

73 accomplish the objectives summarized below.  

74 (1)  Deployment Period.  Advance the pace of AMI deployment (a) to allow more
75 customers, who will begin paying for AMI metering immediately, earlier opportunities to
76 offset those new costs with savings, and (b) to lower the cost of AMI deployment for all
77 ComEd customers -- by pursuing a shorter, more cost-effective deployment schedule, as
78 suggested by the economic analyses that ComEd commissioned.  Even if a ten-year
79 deployment schedule is approved, the City recommends that AMI deployments in
80 Chicago’s Central Business District (“CBD” or the “Loop”) and ComEd’s Chicago North
81 operating center be accelerated.  
82
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83 (2) Customer Education.  Focus the education component of the AMI Plan less on the
84 benefits of AMI deployment as a concept and more on education respecting (a) specific
85 actions customers with AMI meters can take to realize the anticipated economic benefits
86 of the equipment and (b) actions that customers without meters can take to offset their
87 AMI related charges while waiting for their own AMI meter installation.  In addition,
88 ComEd’s education/outreach efforts must be modified to recognize the reality that many
89 of its customers lack the computer/broadband platform that seems to be assumed in the
90 design of ComEd’s information/data access processes.  Among the possible solutions are
91 targeted supplemental access channels and use of mobile device access. 
92
93 (3)  Disconnection Assistance.  Acknowledge and provide for foreseeable effects of
94 instituting the new billing and remote disconnection capabilities of AMI meters.  Because
95 of Chicago’s significant population of lower income customers and the scheduled early
96 application of new collection processes in ComEd’s Chicago South operating center,
97 more City residents are likely to be adversely affected by the impacts of remote
98 disconnection than residents of many other communities served by ComEd.  The AMI
99 Plan’s provisions for effective, focused education and assistance programs are especially

100 important for the customers who will be the first to experience those effects and low-
101 income customers who may be affected in ways more affluent customers will not.  It is
102 also likely that the time between notice of disconnection and actual disconnection will be
103 compressed as compared to current practice.   Thus, any assistance ComEd provides to
104 customers at risk of disconnection must be provided on an efficient and proactive basis. 
105 In addition, governmental bodies (like the City) that provide human services in the wake
106 of a loss of essential utility services will also be affected.  
107 (4)  Measurements of Effectiveness.  Measure the effectiveness of ComEd’s AMI related
108 programs from a customer perspective.  ComEd’s proposed AMI Plan does not include
109 sufficient  measurements that will allow informed assessments of the effectiveness of
110 ComEd’s education and outreach initiatives, from its customers’ viewpoint.  The
111 objective of the AMI Plan’s education programs should be economic benefits and
112 advantageous behavioral changes for customers – not just education about the AMI
113 concept.  Additional measurements that capture changes in behavior and energy bill
114 savings are needed to evaluate education programs and to implement any needed
115 revisions of the AMI Plan’s approach.  
116
117 In addition to these general recommendations, I provide more specific recommendations

118 below in my discussion of those portions of the proposed AMI Plan that raise concerns

119 for the City.

120

121 Q. WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF COMED’S PROPOSED AMI PLAN?

122 A. ComEd, as a utility electing to take advantage of new provisions supporting deployment

123 of AMI and Smart Grid technology, is subject to a statutory requirement that it file a plan

124 regarding its proposed deployment.  ComEd’s AMI Plan is the utility’s response to that
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125 directive.  The filed plan must satisfy certain statutory requirements as to content. 

126 ComEd is asking the Commission to approve its proposed plan.  If the Commission finds

127 that the plan satisfies those requirements and, in addition, that implementation of the plan

128 will be cost-beneficial, the plan will be approved – with any modifications the

129 Commission determines are needed.  The City is participating in this proceeding to

130 provide the Commission with information about the effects of the deployment on

131 customers and local governments.  I also present the City’s evaluation of the proposed

132 plan, with the needs of customers generally, and Chicago customers in particular, in

133 mind.  

134

135 Q. The first area where you recommended changes is the AMI Plan’s deployment

136 schedule.  What does the City find problematic in this area of ComEd’s AMI Plan?  

137 A. The City accepts the economic and technical reasons for deploying AMI meters in a

138 sequence that builds out from the existing mesh network.  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 16-17. 

139 However, the proposed deployment schedule stretches that process over an entire decade,

140 with one of the major economic centers of the state – Chicago‘s Loop – placed very late

141 in the planned deployment.  During ComEd’s proposed lengthy deployment, customers

142 will begin paying for AMI deployment immediately.  It is my understanding that under

143 the new statutory provisions, projected ComEd deployment costs will be included in a

144 formula rate that will become effective this summer.  

145

146 However, simply as a function of the deployment schedule, most customers will have to

147 wait for years before they receive an AMI meter that will allow them to begin recouping

148 some of those new costs through the AMI meters’ capabilities.  As a result, many
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149 anticipated benefits of AMI meters will not be available to most customers for years, as

150 the deployment plays out over a decade.  

151

152 Q. WHY IS THE CITY RECOMMENDING A SHORTER DEPLOYMENT SCHEDULE?

153 A. First, ComEd’s post-pilot program cost-benefit study shows that a shorter deployment

154 schedule would reduce the total cost to ratepayers for the AMI meter installations. 

155 Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) Evaluation Final Report, Black & Veatch, July

156 2011 at 49 (Sensitivity Case L) (“Black & Veatch AMI Rept.”).  The Black and Veatch

157 cost-benefit materials submitted as part of ComEd’s filing in this case appear to have

158 omitted the five-year deployment sensitivity case included in the earlier Black & Veatch

159 report.  ComEd Ex. 6.2 at 1-2, 1-3, Table 1-2, Table 1-3, 10-1, B-1. 

160

161 Because a shorter deployment period will permit customers to use AMI technology

162 sooner, they should be able to capture anticipated benefits sooner.  The sooner customers

163 can use the AMI technology, the sooner they can begin to capture savings that will offset

164 the AMI deployment costs that will be included in the rates they are paying.  Thus, there

165 are sound economic reasons to shorten the deployment schedule.  

166

167 Q. ARE THERE OTHER REASONS THAT A SHORTER DEPLOYMENT SCHEDULE IS DESIRABLE?

168 A. Yes.  There are, in addition, strong policy reasons to encourage a faster deployment. 

169 First, the greater the deployment period, the more likely it is that customers who realize

170 benefits through the deployment of AMI meters will differ from those paying the costs of

171 that deployment.  In fact, it is foreseeable that by the end of the deployment schedule,

172 many current customers (who will begin paying for the AMI deployment this summer)

173 will have moved outside of ComEd’s service area by the time the deployment reaches
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174 them.  Simple fairness requires that any mismatch between the customers who pay for

175 AMI meter deployment and the customers who benefit from AMI meters be minimized. 

176 A shorter overall deployment schedule would allow more customers opportunities to

177 realize those anticipated benefits earlier, and the benefits expected from a more complete

178 AMI infrastructure will be realized sooner for ComEd and for its customers. 

179

180 Second, Chicago’s Loop is the epitome of the “more dense urban and suburban

181 environments” that ComEd’s Mr. O’Toole states “will maximize the performance of the

182 network.”  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 16, 17.  However, the Loop’s high-rise commercial and

183 residential structures also may present special challenges to the AMI meter

184 communications technology.  ComEd ex. 6.02, Appendix B at B-4.  A revision of the

185 proposed deployment to deploy in the Loop earlier could expedite ComEd’s identification

186 and remediation of any technical difficulties affecting service in that unique part of

187 ComEd’s service territory –  so that the promised benefits of AMI and Smart grid can be

188 brought in a timely manner to one of the nation’s major commercial and financial centers. 

189

190 Q. WHAT DOES THE CITY PROPOSE AS MODIFICATIONS OF COMED’S AMI PLAN TO

191 ADDRESS THESE ISSUES?

192 A. The City proposes several specific modifications to the deployment schedule presented in

193 ComEd’s AMI Plan.  First, for the economic and policy reasons I have identified, the

194 overall deployment schedule should be advanced to the fullest extent possible toward the

195 5-year period shown to provide a superior cost-benefit balance.  If ComEd’s proposed

196 ten-year deployment schedule is maintained, the AMI meter deployment for the City’s

197 CBD and for ComEd’s Chicago North operating center should be advanced from their

198 current positions in ComEd’s proposed schedule.  
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199 AMI meters in ComEd’s Chicago South operating center are scheduled to be installed

200 over a four-year period (2012-2015).  That installation should (if feasible) be reduced to a

201 period of three years.  The Chicago North operating center is currently scheduled for

202 meter deployment during the five-year period from 2015-2019.  That scheduled

203 deployment should be advanced to eliminate a year from the scheduled deployment.  The

204 Loop, which is part of ComEd’s Chicago North operating center, should be advanced to

205 the beginning of its operating center’s deployment sequence to allow ComEd to address

206 technical problems during the scheduled Chicago North installation period. 

207

208 To mitigate the effect of the delay for most customers that is inherent on a lengthy

209 deployment schedule, ComEd should promote its residential real time pricing program

210 (“RRTPP”) to those customers who are not scheduled to have an AMI meter installed

211 until later in the deployment schedule (like those in the Chicago North operating center). 

212 It is my understanding that the RRTPP uses interval meters that allow customers to adjust

213 their energy use based on price signals provided by ComEd.  Customers participating in

214 the RRTPP can therefore enjoy some of the benefits associated with smart meters while

215 waiting to have their advanced meter installed.  

216

217 Customer Education

218 Q. THE SECOND AREA IN WHICH YOU RECOMMENDED CHANGES WAS THE AMI PLAN’S

219 CUSTOMER EDUCATION PROGRAM.  ARE THERE PARTICULAR ELEMENTS OF THE AMI

220 PLAN’S EDUCATION PROGRAMS WHERE THE CITY RECOMMENDS MODIFICATION?

221 A. Yes, there are.  Overall, ComEd’s education proposals retain an unnecessary emphasis on

222 convincing customers that AMI and Smart Grid concepts are good ideas. ComEd’s

223 education initiatives should be far more practical, focused on helping customers use their
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224 new meters  effectively, to reduce their bills and system costs, rather than reviewing1

225 issues that were settled by the recent legislation.  The educational content most valuable

226 to customers would provide them with information, analyses, and skills that will prepare

227 them to save on their energy costs – easily and promptly -- using the AMI infrastructure.  

228

229 Q. ARE THERE OTHER DEFICIENCIES IN THE EDUCATION COMPONENT OF COMED’S AMI

230 PLAN FOR WHICH THE CITY RECOMMENDS MODIFICATIONS?  

231 A. Yes.  In addition to redirecting the focus of ComEd’s AMI Plan, the City recommends

232 modifications to address weaknesses in two major categories of activities in ComEd’s

233 AMI Plan.  The City recommends revision of both the content of ComEd’s outreach and

234 education programs and the delivery mechanisms ComEd proposes to use.  Changes to

235 correct the identified weaknesses should be reflected in the approved version of ComEd’s

236 AMI Plan.  Although ComEd recognizes that its customers will ask “What’s in it for

237 me?” (AMI Plan at 83), the described content of the plan’s outreach and education

238 chapter simply focuses on that abstract question.  Any AMI Plan initiatives ComEd may

239 have in mind for helping customers obtain anticipated benefits, instead of simply

240 describing them, should be detailed.  In addition, the AMI Plan’s current proposal for

241 ComEd’s delivery of information or customers’ access to AMI data does not adequately

242 serve the substantial portion of the utility’s customer base that lacks easy internet access.  

243

244 Q. COULD YOU EXPLAIN IN MORE DETAIL WHY THE CITY IS RECOMMENDING CHANGES TO

245 THE INFORMATIONAL CONTENT OF COMED’S PROPOSED EDUCATION PROGRAMS?  
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246 A. The education initiatives in ComEd’s AMI Plan should have as their highest objective the

247 effective delivery of practical instruction, analysis, and information that enables and

248 encourages customer action to capture economic benefits as quickly as possible. 

249 Currently, that does not appear to be the case.  ComEd’s AMI Plan describes

250 communications initiatives that address traditional utility communications tasks, such as

251 explaining new utility rates, and equipment.  AMI Plan at 89-93.  But the AMI Plan does

252 not explain sufficiently how ComEd will take on the novel challenges of enabling and

253 inducing customer actions that can achieve energy savings through the use of its

254 Advanced Metering Infrastructure.  The AMI meters are being installed because of the

255 promise of benefits that customers can only realize with adequate education on how to

256 use the meters’ capabilities.  

257

258 The AMI Plan does not detail creative approaches to new issues raised by the AMI

259 deployment.  It is not clear that ComEd contemplates or has defined such initiatives.  One

260 addition to the Plan that could help customers use their new meters to save money would

261 be a web site application that analyzes a customer’s AMI data and usage profile to

262 identify any more cost-beneficial tariffs or rate designs.  For example, the analysis could

263 identify ComEd’s RRTPP or a time-of-use design.  With such analysis at hand, customers

264 could make more informed choices from ComEd options.  If the same information were

265 available to ComEd’s customer service representatives (“CSRs” ), customers with AMI

266 meters could be assisted even if they lack internet access.  

267

268 As I discussed earlier, ComEd also could help all its customers, including those still

269 awaiting installation of a meter, by encouraging customers with suitable load profiles to

270 take service under its RRTPP.  Customers who may have to wait years before receiving
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271 the added features of an AMI meter could benefit immediately if their usage

272 characteristics are identified as suitable for that rate.  Such an informational program

273 could rest on analyses matching individual or subgroup customer load profiles with the

274 most beneficial rate design.  

275

276 Q. COULD YOU EXPLAIN IN MORE DETAIL WHY THE CITY IS RECOMMENDING CHANGES TO

277 THE COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS DESCRIBED FOR COMED’S PROPOSED OUTREACH

278 AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS?  

279 A. The proposed AMI Plan appears to lack effective alternative communication channels for

280 the many ComEd customers who lack personal computers and broadband internet access. 

281 Many ComEd customers, including a large number in the City of Chicago, do not have

282 the personal computer/internet broadband platform that ComEd’s proposed AMI Plan

283 appears to assume is available to most, if not all, of its customers.  According to a 2009

284 study, as many as 40% of residents in Chicago have limited or no internet access.  (A

285 copy of the study can be found at

286 http://echicago.illinois.edu/2011backgddocs/Digital_Excellence_Study_2009.pdf.)   The

287 same study found that only 39% of respondents who submitted survey responses in

288 Spanish use the internet at all.  Id.  Broadband access is a practical necessity for effective

289 use of ComEd’s website.  Those customers may be the very customers most in need of

290 effective education and data access that will enable them to realize bill savings that could

291 offset costs of AMI deployment.  

292

293 City of Chicago governmental units try to mitigate the impact of this lack of access – the

294 so-called “digital divide” – through library and school facilities and programs to increase

295 access.  However, optimal use of the AMI functionalities and data described in ComEd’s
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296 Plan requires regular (or frequent) access to the ComEd website.  AMI Plan at 102.  The

297 access customers need cannot realistically be provided through limited government

298 resources to all the ComEd customers in the City who lack the required technology.  As a

299 result, one of ComEd’s proposed main channels for information delivery – its website –

300 may be inaccessible to too many ComEd customers.  

301

302 Among some population groups, internet access through mobile devices may be more

303 common than access through home computers.  But, ComEd’s AMI Plan does not give

304 adequate attention to this alternative communications channel.  For example, ComEd’s

305 proposed Plan does not disclose whether the AMI data and functions available through its

306 proposed website will be accessible through mobile applications and devices.  The

307 proposed AMI Plan should be modified to incorporate internet applications that

308 accommodate the increasing use of smart phones for internet access, especially for

309 populations who cannot afford more expensive home computers.  

310

311 Q. WHAT SPECIFIC MODIFICATIONS DOES THE CITY PROPOSE TO IMPROVE COMED’S

312 PLANNED APPROACH TO CUSTOMER EDUCATION?  

313 A. No party is in a position to rewrite substantial portions of ComEd’s AMI Plan.  ComEd’s

314 customers, and the Commission, must rely on ComEd to use its unique familiarity with

315 its own operations and capabilities, as well as with the new technology it will deploy, to

316 design additional or revised approaches that accomplish the objectives defined by

317 Commission-ordered modifications of the AMI Plan.  ComEd’s revisions of its AMI Plan

318 should include the following items, which (in some cases) actually define specific

319 programs or AMI Plan modifications:
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320 •  providing information and instruction designed to help customers capture energy

321 savings, specifically including content aimed at using AMI data to produce immediate bill

322 savings for customers; 

323 •  provision of information and guidance to customers on cost-beneficial rate selections,

324 specifically including automated or CSR-relayed analyses to help customers choose a

325 cost-beneficial rate design based on relevant usage data; and

326 •  provision of alternative communications channels for the many customers without a

327 home computer or adequate internet access, specifically including mobile device access to

328 the ComEd AMI data and applications website.   

329

330 Customer Assistance 

331 Q. THE THIRD AREA YOU RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN WAS ASSISTANCE TO CUSTOMERS

332 WHO ARE PUT AT RISK BY THE NEW REMOTE DISCONNECT CAPABILITIES OF AMI

333 METERS.  WHAT PROBLEMS ARE THE CITY’S RECOMMENDED CHANGES DESIGNED TO

334 ADDRESS?  

335 A. Some effects of the deployment of AMI meters and their new capabilities are foreseeable. 

336 Among those predictable impacts is an increase in the number of customer service

337 disconnections, associated with the use of the remote disconnect capability of the meters.  2

338 The Black and Veatch Report ComEd submitted with its filing projects that utility

339 disconnections will go from approximately 125,000 in 2010 to an estimated 205,000 once

340 smart meter deployment is completed.  ComEd Ex. 6.02, Appendix C at C-9.  The

341 proposed AMI deployment sequence places many City customers among the first to be

342 affected by any use of remote disconnection technology.  Because of the high percentage
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343 of low-income customers in certain areas of the City, the foreseeable impacts on ComEd

344 customers will likely be more severe in the City than in other portions of ComEd’s

345 service area.  City customers’ first encounters with remote disconnection are scheduled to

346 occur at the beginning stages of ComEd’s AMI deployment.  At that point, customers’

347 familiarity with remote disconnection technology will be at its lowest, and all

348 stakeholders – customers, the City, and ComEd – will still lack real world experience

349 with the application of that capability and its impact on customers. 

350

351 Q. DOES COMED’S PLAN CONTAIN PROVISIONS FOR PROBLEMS STEMMING FROM REMOTE

352 DISCONNECTION OF CUSTOMERS?  

353 A. There are special provisions for vulnerable customer populations, specifically low-

354 income customers, in the statute approving AMI and Smart Grid infrastructure.  For

355 example, section 16-108.7(b) of the Act earmarks a substantial percentage of $5

356 million/year in utility funding for customer education specifically for low-income and

357 senior customers.  In addition, section 16-108.5(b-10) requires that ComEd pay $10

358 million per year for five years “to fund customer assistance programs with the primary

359 purpose being avoidance of imminent disconnection.”  ComEd’s AMI Plan should be

360 modified to anticipate and to prepare for foreseeable customer-side impacts (like

361 increased disconnections) of its AMI deployment.  The same thoroughness and attention

362 to detail ComEd has given to its own utility-side preparations should also be the standard

363 for customer-side impacts. 

364

365 Q. DO YOU HAVE AN ADDITIONAL CONCERN REGARDING REMOTE DISCONNECTION OF

366 CUSTOMERS?
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367 A. Yes, I do.  Besides a foreseeable increase in the number of disconnections, it seems very

368 likely that the time between when a customer receives notice of potential disconnection

369 and actual disconnection will be shortened.  Currently, ComEd has to send out a

370 technician to disconnect a customer.  Such a process requires planning and coordination

371 of utility resources.  ComEd Response to AG Data Request 1.10.  Assuming remote

372 disconnection is permitted, it seems very likely that disconnection can occur much more

373 quickly.  If my assumption is correct (and I can think of no reason why it would not be),

374 the time frame for ComEd to provide customer assistance is compressed.  As a result, the

375 utility should be required to proactively reach out to customers at risk of being

376 disconnected.  

377

378 Q. WHAT MODIFICATIONS DOES THE CITY PROPOSE TO IMPROVE COMED’S AMI PLAN IN

379 THIS RESPECT?  

380 A. Whatever the reason for a service disconnection, the loss of essential electric utility

381 service will have human consequences that the City and other governmental units will be

382 compelled to address.  As a result, there will be an increased demand for help from the

383 City’s human services departments, with added stress on already strained City resources.  

384

385 To mitigate the problems associated with increased disconnections, ComEd’s Plan should

386 be modified in at least the following ways:

387 •  targeting customer outreach and education programs to at-risk customers’ regarding the

388 use of AMI meter data and other means to enable energy efficiency and conservation;

389 •  requiring enhanced communications through the ComEd call center, proactive

390 collection calls, disconnection notices, and the Internet to facilitate enrollment in state-

391 sponsored customer assistance programs, including the PIPP and LIHEAP programs; 
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392 •  requiring enhanced communications about the availability of ComEd customer

393 assistance programs through the ComEd call center, proactive collection calls,

394 disconnection notices and the Internet; 

395 •  using the energy low-income and support program established pursuant to Section 16-

396 108.5(b-10) of the Public Utilities Act to aid customers in paying past due arrearages;  

397 •  requiring ComEd to coordinate with other sources of customer education and assistance

398 through work with stakeholders, such as the Chicago Housing Authority, local

399 administering agencies, social service agencies and others to increase awareness of

400 ComEd and state-sponsored assistance programs and to explore new approaches to

401 customer assistance program planning and design; 

402 •  devote a portion of section 16-108.5(b-10) funds to assistance to customers (possibly

403 through local government human services departments) who are unable to avoid

404 disconnection; and 

405 •  requiring ComEd to notify the City of Chicago and other municipalities regarding

406 impending disconnections on a zip code  (or some more specific basis).  (Such

407 notifications must be made in compliance with State laws governing the privacy of utility

408 customer information).  

409

410 Performance Measurement

411 Q. THE FINAL AREA OF RECOMMENDATIONS MENTIONED IN YOUR SUMMARY WAS

412 MEASUREMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMED’S PERFORMANCE

413 IN DELIVERING EFFECTIVE CUSTOMER EDUCATION.  WHAT IS THE GIST OF THE CITY’S

414 CONCERNS IN THIS AREA?  

415 A. The performance measures proposed in ComEd’s Plan are focused principally on the

416 utility side of the meter.  As I noted earlier, the customer side of the AMI meter must
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417 receive equal attention.  Otherwise, the AMI deployment cannot produce the benefits for

418 ComEd’s customers the legislature anticipated.  

419

420 Q. ARE THE MEASUREMENTS INCLUDED IN COMED’S AMI PLAN ADEQUATE FOR THE

421 ASSESSMENT YOU ARE SUGGESTING?

422 A. No.  Additional measurements are needed to assess the success (from a customer’s

423 perspective) of the outreach and education tasks described in the plan ultimately approved

424 by the Commission.  In particular, the effectiveness of ComEd’s performance in

425 achieving the following objectives should be tracked and evaluated:  changes in energy

426 use behavior and reductions in customers’ energy costs.  The Plan also should be revised

427 to provide for changes in the content or delivery of ComEd’s education programs, where

428 change is indicated by the resulting performance measurements.  

429

430 Q. HAS THE COMMISSION ADDRESSED THIS ISSUE IN ANOTHER ICC PROCEEDING?  

431 A. Yes.  In ComEd’s performance metrics case, Docket 11-0772, the City, along with the

432 Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), recommended that the performance metrics required by

433 statute be augmented by certain customer-focused metrics.  In its Order in that case, the

434 Commission said that it “believes that . . . the CUB/City proposal contains good ideas.” 

435 In re Commonwealth Edison Company, I.C.C. Docket 11-0772, Final Order at 29 (Apr. 4,

436 2012).   However, the Commission added that it was “concerned that there is no natural

437 home for the overlapping big-picture issues that CUB/City has raised, the current

438 proceeding [Docket 11-0772] is not the appropriate docket for addressing these issues.” 

439 Id.  

440 To address that problem, the Commission went on to say that it 

441 strongly encourage[s] all parties to work together to find ways to
442 ensure that customers receive the maximum benefits of the
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443 proposed investments. Specifically, the Commission suggests that
444 to the extent CUB/City’s proposed metrics relate to the deployment
445 of AMI meters, that parties consider those metrics in the
446 forthcoming proceeding on ComEd’s AMI deployment plan. 
447
448 Id.  Thus, the Commission is clearly aware of this issue and hopes that additional

449 performance metrics will be considered here.  

450

451 Q. WHAT MODIFICATIONS DOES THE CITY PROPOSE TO IMPROVE COMED’S AMI PLAN IN

452 THIS RESPECT?  

453 A. Whether ComEd’s proposed AMI Plan is approved with or without the modifications the

454 City recommends, realization of anticipated benefits by ComEd’s customers will depend

455 on the success of ComEd’s outreach and education programs.  Success in this context is a

456 favorable assessment using the objectives of actual customer savings and beneficial

457 changes in customer behavior that should improve long-term energy efficiency and

458 system load shape.  Therefore, ComEd’s AMI Plan should be modified to incorporate

459 additional measurements of performance, from a customer perspective.  The City

460 proposes that ComEd’s AMI Plan be modified to require collection, retention and

461 analysis of the following measurements.  

462 •  Number and percent of customer premises capable of receiving information from the

463 grid via AMI meters.

464 •  Number and percent of customers that enroll in PTR, RTP, and other dynamic/time

465 variant  prices, broken down by type of rate. 

466 •  Number of customer-side of the meter devices sending or receiving grid related signals. 

467 This provision includes, but is not limited to home area network devices (e.g., In-Home

468 Displays, Programmable Communicating Thermostats, PC USB devices); devices owned

469 by the consumer, utility or third party; devices that are included as part of a utility

470 program; and devices that are not included in part of a utility program. 
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471 •  Peak load reductions enabled by demand response, including PTR, HAN devices, etc. 

472 As part of this measurement, ComEd should include a breakdown of DR that is

473 automated (AutoDR).  Load reductions will be determined, measured by ex post load

474 impact analysis, coincident with each utility’s system peak (adjusted to account for the

475 demand response load reduction).  

476 •   Number of customers enrolled in electric plug-in vehicle pricing. 

477 •  Number of total projects, including net metering, MW and MWh of distributed

478 generation on utility transmission or distribution systems. 

479 •  Percent of total utility load served by distributed resources, including net metering. 

480 •  System load factor and load factor by customer class.

481 •  Improvement in load factor enabled by smart grid, including through dynamic pricing,

482 storage, third party devices, etc.

483 •  Number of days from  initial application to build distributed resources to operation

484 (split by size class of the distributed resource, including net metering (broken out)).  

485 •  Number of smart meter failures. 

486 •  Number of customer complaints related to AMI meter deployment.  

487 •  Amount of distribution capacity that involve voltage and VAR controls.  

488 •  Number of AMI meters replaced annually before the end of their expected useful life. 

489 •  Number of customers with net metering. 

490 •  Measure overall energy usage trends for households with smart meters compared to

491 those without advanced meters.  

492
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493 Conclusion

494 Q. IN YOUR TESTIMONY, YOU HAVE PROPOSED A NUMBER OF CHANGES IN THE DIRECTION

495 AND PARTICULARS OF COMED’S AMI PLAN.  COULD YOU SUMMARIZE THE SPECIFIC

496 MODIFICATIONS THAT THE CITY RECOMMENDS?  

497 A. Yes.  A summary of my recommended changes is attached as City Ex. 1.1.  

498

499 Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?

500 A. Yes.
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Because no customer has the technical knowledge to rewrite substantial portions of

ComEd's AMI Plan, ComEd's customers (and the Commission) must rely on ComEd to use its

unique familiarity with its own operations and capabilities to craft detailed revisions to its AMI

Plan will achieve the anticipated customer benefits of AMI deployment. Additional and modified

AMI Plan initiatives for helping customers obtain anticipated benefits should be detailed (not

briefly described) in a revised AMI Plan.  Those revisions should address the objectives

addressed in the City's testimony and include the specific modifications listed below, which are

explained in greater detail in the City's testimony.

DEPLOYMENT PERIOD

•  Advance the pace of AMI deployment toward the 5-year period shown to provide a

superior cost-benefit balance – to lower the overall cost of AMI deployment, to improve

the cost-benefit balance for customers, and to provide earlier opportunities for customers

to save using AMI meter features.  

•  If a ten-year deployment schedule is maintained, accelerate deployments in Chicago's

Loop and ComEd's Chicago North operating center and shorten the deployment period for

the Chicago South operating center.

•  To mitigate the economic effects of delayed receipt of AMI meters, ComEd should

emphasize the benefits of its residential real time pricing program ("RRTPP") to those

customers with suitable usage characteristics.  

•  Implement an application that analyzes customer AMI data or customer subgroup usage

profiles to identify more cost-beneficial tariffs or rate designs.  Making the same

information available to CSRs would provide the same benefit to customers without

internet access.
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CUSTOMER EDUCATION  

•  ComEd's education efforts should have as their highest objective the effective delivery

of practical instruction, analysis, and information that enables and encourages customer

action to capture economic benefits as quickly as possible, specifically including content

aimed at using AMI data to produce immediate bill savings.   

•  Focus customer education on specific actions customers with AMI meters can take to

realize economic benefits from AMI meters (how to use the meters' capabilities) and

actions that customers without meters can take to offset their AMI related charges while

awaiting AMI meter installation.  

•  Recognize that many customer lack the personal computer/broadband internet access

platform that supports the design of ComEd's main channel for information and data

access by including alternative communications and access channels.

•  Facilitate information and data access through personal mobile devices, which may

provide less expensive internet access for customers most in need of savings

opportunities, by incorporating internet applications that accommodate use of smart

phones or other mobile devices.  

DISCONNECTION ASSISTANCE  

•  Detail specific plans to provide for foreseeable effects on low-income customers of the

new billing and remote disconnection capabilities of AMI meters, with the same

thoroughness and attention to detail for customer-side impacts that ComEd has given to

utility-side preparations.  

•  Provide effective, focused, and proactive education and assistance programs for

customers who will first experience the dramatic changes from current disconnection

practices, like shorter times between notice and disconnection. 
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•  Provide assistance to local governments providing human services to an increased

number of customers suffering a loss of essential utility services.  

 Specific initiatives should include:

•  Targeting customer outreach and education programs to at-risk customers;  

•  Enhanced communications (through the ComEd call center, proactive collection calls,

more informative disconnection notices, and internet use) to facilitate enrollment in

available customer assistance programs, including the PIPP and LIHEAP programs;

•  Enhanced communications about the availability of ComEd customer assistance

programs through similarly enhanced communications channels; 

•  Section 16-108.5(b-10) energy low-income and support program assistance to aid

customers in paying past due arrearages;  

•  Coordination with other providers of customer education and assistance, such as the

Chicago Housing Authority, LAAs, social service agencies, to increase awareness of

assistance programs and to explore new approaches to customer assistance program

planning and design; 

•  Section 16-108.5(b-10) assistance to customers (possibly through local government

human services departments) who are unable to avoid disconnection; and  

•  Notify the City of Chicago and other municipalities of impending disconnections on a

zip code (or comparable) basis, as permitted by customer information privacy constraints. 

MEASUREMENTS OF EFFECTIVENESS  

•  Collect and analyze new measurements that assess the effectiveness of education and

outreach initiatives, from its customers' viewpoint - that is, in achieving economic

benefits (bill savings) and advantageous behavioral changes for customers.  
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•  ComEd's AMI Plan should be modified to incorporate additional measurements of

performance, from a customer perspective.  

•  The City proposes that ComEd's AMI Plan be modified to require collection, retention

and analysis of the following specific measurements:

–  Number and percent of customer premises capable of receiving information

from the grid via AMI meters; 

–  Number and percent of customers that enroll in PTR, RTP, and other

dynamic/time variant  prices, broken down by type of rate;  

–  Number of customer-side of the meter devices sending or receiving grid related

signals (including In-Home Displays, Programmable Communicating

Thermostats, PC USB devices, etc.);  

–  Peak load reductions enabled by demand response (with automated DR borken

out) measured by ex post load impact analysis, coincident system peak (adjusted

to account for the demand response load reduction);  

 –  Number of customers enrolled in electric plug-in vehicle pricing;  

–  Number of total projects, including net metering, MW and MWh of distributed

generation on utility transmission or distribution systems;  

 –  Percent of total utility load served by distributed resources, including net

metering;  

–  System load factor and load factor by customer class;  

–  Improvement in load factor enabled by smart grid, including through dynamic

pricing, storage, third party devices, etc.;  

–  Number of days from  initial application to build distributed resources to

operation (by size class, with net metering broken out);  

–  Number of smart meter failures;  
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–  Number of customer complaints related to AMI meter deployment;  

–  Amount of distribution capacity that involve voltage and VAR controls;  

–  Number of AMI meters replaced annually before the end of their expected

useful life;

–  Number of customers with net metering; and 

–  Measure overall energy usage trends for households with smart meters

compared to those without advanced meters.  


